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s an introduction to this subject and to better explain the title of this article. I'll first present some quotes taken from articles appearing in various popular type aviation magazines in past years: • "Skyways", April, 1950 — "Pilot's Report: Cosmic Wind", Page 62, line 70, (relating to take-off) "The torque takes nearly full right rudder at the start of the roll, but that decreases as I pick up speed", and on page 63, line 55, " . . . . t h e ship will hold on to about 58 mph, but it takes about one-third rudder (o handle the torque". • "Air News with Air Tech", October 1945 — "Flv the Cul-" vcr", page 47, line 43, (pertaining to t a k e - o f f ) "The rudder becomes effective when throttle is opened and is usually sufficient to correct initial torque to the left", and line 63, "Torque effect in the climb will be quite evident and compensating r i g h t rudder must be maintained." • "Air Trails Pictorial", February, 1950 — We Fly the Mooney Mite", page 62, line 92, "Climbing straight, we used soft right rudder to overcome the evident but easy to control torque". • "Flight", December 18, 1947 • "MB-5 in the Air" (This is a 'contra-prop' single-engine fighter in the Spitfire class) page 679, (describing take-off) " . . . o p e n ed up slowly but the surge of torque-free power was magnificent to experience". The above are from articles of the popular "Pilot Report" type, selected at random. Such incorrect definitions of, or usage of, the word "torque", as in these examples, may be found repeatedly in popular aviation literature.



TORQUE . . . or is it?



is the engine treats as a load with a given inertia. Single rotor, shaft driven helicopters, with their wide blade span, only require a few pounds of side thrust on the tail to offset the torque or tendency of the fuselage to rotate in the opposite direction to that of the blades. In a light airplane with its comparatively tiny propeller the engine is anchored to an airframe which has wide span wings which are usually loaded to the weight of the airplane. In this case the engine has a load on both ends. The front end (the propeller) is a small load, inertia or mass, while the back end (the airframe) is a comparatively large load or mass. The torque reaction of the propeller exerts such a small rolling effect through the engine to the airplane as a whole that it need never be compensated for in the rigging of the airplane. It is known, however, that some builders have rigged the incidence differently on each wing of a small monoplane, thinking that they should correct for this torque. Actually some benefit might be gained What does the dictionary say? from this procedure, but almost Here are two definitions: entirely because of the effect of The Winston Dictionary, 1944 the rotating or corkscrewing slip(John C. Winston Co.) stream from the propeller. On torque: A force or combination short span airplanes where a large of forces that tends to produce portion of the lifting surfaces is a rotating motion. located within this corkscrewing The American College Diction- slipstream, a more equal lift disary, 1953 (Random House) tribution will be gained by adjusttorque: That which produces ing the incidence independently on or tends to produce torsion or each wing to equalize the effective rotation; the moment of a sysangle of attack. At take-off is the tem of forces which tends to time when the rolling effect from cause rotation. The turning torque should be very noticeable, power of a shaft. if torque were the true cause. But Reciprocating type engines es- what airplane actually rolls or dips a wing on take-off? What airplane sentially do work by turning a requires noticeable aileron to keep shaft. The shaft is connected to it level on take-off? something, depending on how this D u r i n g the last war there were developed torque is going to be al least two examples ol' high used. Whatever the "something"



powered fighters which had unusually narrow track landing gears. These were the German Messerschmitt ME-109 and the British Supermarine Spitfire series. Both aircraft had landing gears which retracted outwardly from the fuselage, as opposed to the more common type which retracted from the wing toward the fuselage. Other than studying some filmed takeoffs, I have no first-hand knowledge of the handling characteristics of the German airplane. However, I've had enough experience with Spitfires to say, categorically, that there was no measurable reaction to torque; either on take-off, in the air, or on landing. In fact, no airplane I have ever flown, and under normal conditions, has had torque reaction that was really discernible. Remember, torque reaction is in the rolling plane, and ailerons control the rolling plane. All of the extracts I quoted at the beginning of this article mention rudder as being used to correct for torque, but the rudder controls the yawing plane only. Are these pilots then flying their airplanes incorrectly? I don't think so, because they all correct in the same manner, so the flying standard must be considered average. I believe that these pilots are using the wrong term in describing the force they overcome in their maneuvers. What they might have reference to instead is "propeller slipstream". Certainly the rotating slipstream was generated because of torque being transmitted to the propeller, but we don't say, for instance, that an airplane flies at a certain "torque speed", even though airspeed might be the result of the reaction to a revolving slipstream generated by a propeller because of torque developed in an engine. They may have a relationship, but torque is only one of the influencing factors. And so



it is with the yawing tendency in airplanes under certain conditions. Torque is too far down the line in the "chain of events" to use it as the immediate reason.



The article "Let The Buyer Beware" by Editor George Hardie in the April, 1957 issue of the EXPERIMENTER called attention to each individual's responsibility in judging what he buys or reads. This is very true in regard to the semi-technical type of reporting one finds about mechanical things of all kinds. It applies to this very article you are now reading. If there is some part that cannot stand up to fact, one obviously would have every right to doubt the accuracy of the remainder. And so it is with the quoted extracts. Here is a basic misconception, like calling the accelerator of the family car the brake and vice versa. We could very well continue safely to drive a car and refer to the accelerator as the brake. But, when communicating with others a common nomenclature must be used, else confusion will result. These pilot-authors (no doubt paid for their writings) in referring to the yawing effect from the slipstream as "torque" are bound to cause some confusion, especially to those readers who are just beginning to learn about airplanes and flying.



This phenomenon demands different flying techniques during aerobatic maneuvers if the airplane is to do exactly what the pilot wants it to do and not seem to have a mind of its own, as it might under some circumstances. For instance, the Hawker Hurricane, when rolling out to level flight from a roll to the left, top (left) rudder may be applied to complete the maneuver, with the nose on the horizon and the ball in the center. However, on completing a roll to the right, top (right) rudder actually depresses the nose so that application of left or bottom rudder will tend to keep the nose up.' Rotary engined World War I airplanes should be an education to fly! Even a jet may be influenced by precession. In the DeHavilland Vampire with its centrifugal type



Goblin turbine turning at 10,000 rpm, at low airspeeds this very powerful gyro behind the pilot can make itself awkward to control exactly unless he is cognizant of what precession is. On heavy propeller driven multi-engined aircraft like the Ventura and Lancaster, if the tail is raised too quickly on take-off and full rudder will not hold the airplane straight (and you don't want to reduce power on any engine) simply lowering the tail reverses the precession turning effect. Then one can gradually raise the tail again at a higher speed when the rudders arc more effective. On landing, lowering the tail produces the reverse action, but with less power to the precession and less slipstream on the vertical tail surfaces to counteract it. It helps to realize this because brakes, for di-



F/G./



Before describing some of the effects from propeller slipstream, a few words might be said about propeller precession. A n o t h e r property of a gyro (or propeller) is rigidity in space. A heavy prop makes an airplane feel solid and steady in flight, and gives more resistance to maneuvering than does a light prop. On take-off or at very low flying speeds using high power, the yawing reaction of the airplane to the corkscrewing slipstream is most noticeable; that is, if the fin and rudder are positioned on the airframe in the usual manner. But it is usually during the same conditions that precession of the propeller has its most pronounced effect. Precession of heavy propellers is something to which the light type airplane is relatively immune. However, pilots who have flown the heavier types realize that, in level flight and with right rudder quickly pressed in, the nose of the airplane drops; conversely left rudder raises the nose (or vice versa depending upon the direction of propeller rotation). Precession of the propeller(s) is taking place. 14
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rectional ground control, are of little help on icy runways. Some twin-engined types had propellers rotating in opposite directions to nullify precession, such as the DeHavilland Hornet. This aircraft had only a single fin and rudder so was not bothered by the yawing effect of the slipstream. Contra-rotating propellers on single engined aircraft were introduced to absorb more power for a driven prop diameter and not necessarily to reduce torque effect or yaw from the slipstream, but which of course they did. The torque is still there though, and plenty of it.



the yawing plane when they should use rudder. For example, on a twin-engined airplane when one engine fails, the drag of the dead engine and the pull of the live engine are both in the yawing plane, potentially powerful enough to skid the airplane severely. When an engine fails suddenly, the constant speed unit flattens the blades in an effort to maintain a given rpm. This increased drag, in conjunction with the offset thrust of the live engine, can have a sudden and immediate effect. In the ensuing skid one wing is faster than the other and so creates considerably more lift, raising that wing in a turn. Badly trained or inexperienced pilots might attempt to use aileron to get out of this turn or skid, when they should use rudder to prevent the skid or slip and only then use aileron if necessary.



balance or trim is still maintained, whereas the offset fin causes a turning moment with the power off and under other flight conditions. If additional fin area is below the thrust line (See Fig. 5) no offset is needed as the lower portion neutralizes the yawing effect of the upper portion. The incidence is exactly the same on both right and left wings of the AT-6. The offset fin is the only



correction built into the airplane. This is so that during a gradual stall (with the ball in the center) with about 13 to 14 in. hg manifold pressure, neither wing has a greater tendency to stall and drop than the other. This means safe Slipstream and precession, actlanding characteristics. At ultraing together on take-off, can in low flying speeds, with considersome airplanes cause an extremely able power on (20 to 30 in. hg) powerful turning force. Tricycle at the stall, the left wing drops geared airplanes, however, are not because corkscrewing of the slipaffected by precession on take-off. stream is very pronounced and has The propeller plane is not changed a greater effect (See Fig. 4). At This might be way, on some very during the major part of the takehigh speeds the slipstream relaold airplanes with limited speed off run. The turning effect from tively straightens out and has less ranges, a wing tip washed in or out the slipstream is not noticeable beinfluence on the offset fin, but this would appear to correct for slipcause the C. G. is in front of the now yaws the airplane to the right stream. But these older airplanes main gear and tends to bring the every time (at stall) providing the almost never had a slip or skid inaircraft out of a swing rather than pilot continues to fly the aircraft dicator. Some pilots didn't care accentuate it, as is the case with aerodynamically correct, neither anyhow because their airplanes the tail-wheel type airplane. skidding nor slipping, with the ball were relatively safe. And some piin the center (See Fig. 6). Some airplanes have heavy rud- lots don't care even today because ders, which makes the situation If the AT-6 is stalled in a steep the average factory lightplane has appear worse than if the rudder tight turn to the left (ie. at 120 restricted controls and is almost control was lighter and more efI. A. S.), the top wing snaps down. impossible to stall or spin. • fective. In a multi-engined airIn a steep turn to the right when To review some of the character- a stall is initiated, the same wing craft, when one engine fails the istics of the North American AT-6 tip, now on the bottom, snaps unnose tends to drop due to loss of might summarize the asymmetripower. But if the pilot is not der and pulls the airplane over cal effects on a typical single-enquick enough on the rudder, a yaw onto its back. Of course if the gined land plane. When force is backward pressure on the control develops immediately and in some applied to the rim of the gyro (See column is not released immediatecases (depending on which engine Fig. 2) the resultant force is 90 ly, the airplane will continue to is out) precession causes the nose deg. in the direction of rotation, to depress even farther. This would spin. This airplane will readily in the same direction. Similarly spin in the inverted position to the also cause more "up" elevator to when the tail of the AT-6 is raisbe used, more drag being depilot's right, but I know of no one ed (See Fig. 3) on take-off, the veloped at a time when every efsuccessfully spinning an AT-6 inheavy prop at 2250 rpm and 36 in. verted to the pilot's left. The offfort should be made to clean up the hg exhibits a precession effect airplane. The corkscrewing slipset fin seems to be powerful which pulls the airplane to the left. streams on multis, acting on twin enough to discourage this maneuThe offset fin (1 deg. 45 min. to fins and rudders, largely accounts ver. The PT-19 has very similar the left) helps to counteract this, for a difference in minimum "encharacteristics in this regard. gine-out" speeds; that is, the min- but depending on how rapidly (and In conclusion, airplanes should when) the tail is raised, a lot of imum speed at which the yawing plane can be controlled with rud- right rudder is required to keep fly at cruising speed without undue pressure or trim necessary on flying straight. der. ,; and of the three planes of control. If anything, the rotating slipThe revolving slipstream (See Faster or slower than this designed stream reacts on a high fin and rudFig. 4) striking the port side of optimum speed will usually reder (and the tail plane) in a way the fin and rudder also causes a quire a change of control pressure that tends to roll the aircraft in yaw to the left, and the offset fin on the elevator and rudder, due the opposite direction to that of helps to counteract this too. Some to change of angle of attack or the torque reaction, tending to can- airplanes have the thrust line off- center of pressure and slipstream cel any rolling motion. (See Fig. set to one side (and/or vertically) effect. Aileron trim is available 1). It is possible too that some to help neutralize slipstream cork- on heavy type aircraft largely to pilots tend to use the flying con- screw. The advantage of this over compensate for actual physical distrols improperly. In other words a limited speed range is that stop- tortion of the airframe, and is used they might use ailerons to control ping the cause stops the cure and very little if at all. A
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Is It Really Torque? 

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all!
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